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COEXISTENCE OF AC AND PP SPECTRUM FOR
KICKED QUASI-PERIODIC POTENTIALS
K. BJERKLO¨V AND R. KRIKORIAN
Abstract. We introduce a class of real analytic “peaky” poten-
tials for which the corresponding quasi-periodic 1D-Schro¨dinger
operators exhibit, for quasiperiodic frequencies in a set of posi-
tive Lebesgue measure, both absolutely continuous and pure point
spectrum.
1. Introduction and Results
1.1. Quasiperiodic Schro¨dinger operators. For x P T :“ R{Z,
α P pRzQq{Z and V : R{Z Ñ R a Ck function, k P N Y t8, ωu, we
consider the following 1D quasiperiodic Schro¨dinger operator
HV,α,x : l
2pZq ö
punqnPZ ÞÑ pun`1 ` un´1 ` V px` nαqunqnPZ.
We shall call V the potential, α the frequency and x the phase. The
spectrum specpHV,α,xq of the operator HV,α,x is a nonempty, compact
subset of R and when α is irrational it does not depend on x; we shall
often denote it by ΣV,α. To investigate the spectral properties of the
operator HV,α,x it is often useful to introduce its spectral measure µV,α,x;
this is the probability measure on R defined as follows: if δi P l2pZq,
i “ 0, 1 are defined by δipnq “ δi,n, one sets µV,α,x “ p1{2qpµV,α,x,δ0 `
µV,α,x,δ1q where the probability measures µV,α,x,δi i “ 0, 1 are uniquely
defined by
@ z P C, =z ą 0, xpHV,α,x ´ zq´1δi, δiy “
ż
R
dµV,α,x,δiptq
t´ z .
An important question in the theory of quasi-periodic Schro¨dinger op-
erators is to investigate the topological nature of the spectrum ΣV,α (is
it a Cantor set?) and the spectral type of the spectral measure µV,α,x
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2 K. BJERKLO¨V AND R. KRIKORIAN
(does it have absolutely continuous, singular continuous or atomic com-
ponents?). In this paper we shall be interested on the possible coex-
istence of absolutely continuous (pure ac) and pure point (pp) com-
ponents of the spectrum in the following sense: there exist disjoint
nonempty open intervals Iac and Ipp such that µV,α,x|Iac is absolutely
continuous (w.r.t. to Lebesgue measure) and µV,α,x|Ipp is purely punc-
tual. When this is the case we shall say for short that the spectrum of
HV,α,x has disjoint ac and pp components.
In the preceding questions, the regularity and the size of the potential
V on the one hand and the arithmetic properties of the frequency α
on the other hand play an important role. Let us mention two general
results. Assume that V is of the form V “ λv where v : T Ñ R is a
fixed real analytic function and λ P R`:
Small real analytic potentials, Eliasson’s Theorem [12]: When α is dio-
phantine:
(DC1pη, σq) @ pk, lq P Zˆ N˚, |α ´ k
l
| ě η
lσ
and when λ is small enough (the smallness depending on the preced-
ing diophantine condition), Eliasson has proved that the spectrum of
Hλv,α,x is absolutely continuous. His results extends to the case of small
smooth potentials V “ λv and to the multifrequency case (v : Td Ñ R).
In the one-frequency case (d “ 1) and when v is real analytic, Bourgain
and Jitomirskaya [10] proved that the required smallness condition on
λ could be chosen independently of the diophantine condition.
Large real analytic potentials, Bourgain-Goldstein Theorem [9] (see also
[13]): Bourgain and Goldstein proved in [9] that there exists λ0pvq ą 0
and a set of full Lebesgue measure (depending on v) such that for any
frequency α in this set and any λ ą λ0pvq the spectrum of Hλv,α,0 is
pure point. Moreover, Hλv,α,0 satisfies Anderson Localization: all the
eigenvalues of Hλv,α,0 decay exponentially fast. The analytic regularity
of v is here essential. If V “ λv is only smooth and α is diophantine
one can only establish the existence of some point spectrum (cf. [23],
[16], [25], [6]).
A fundamental example in the preceding setting is the case v “
2 cosp2pi¨q (one then speak of Hλv,α,x as the Almost Mathieu Operator
(AMO)) where the transition between “small” and “large” potentials
occurs at λ “ 1 ([21]). Notice that in this case Anderson Localization
of Hλv,α,0 for λ ą 1 holds for any diophantine frequency α.
A natural question is to provide examples of analytic potentials and
frequencies for which the spectrum of the corresponding qp Schro¨dinger
operator has both absolutely continuous (ac) and purely punctual (pp)
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spectral components. Natural candidates for such potentials are per-
turbations of the AMO at the critical coupling λ “ 1. Indeed, Avila
[1] constructed examples of potentials which are real analytic pertur-
bations of 2 cosp2pi¨q and for which the spectrum of the corresponding
Schro¨dinger operator has both ac and pp components; in fact these
ac and pp components can be produced in many alternating intervals
on the real axis. Previous examples of quasi-periodic potentials with
two frequencies where constructed by Bourgain [8]. For other types
of coexistence results, we refer to [14] (co-existence of ac and singular
spectrum), [7] (coexistence of regions of the spectrum with positive
Lyapunov exponents and zero Lyapunov exponents) and [27] (which
elaborates on [7] to give examples of coexistence of ac and pp spec-
trum and coexistence of ac and sc spectrum).
1.2. Main results. The aim of this paper is to present another type
of potentials for which coexistence of ac and pp spectrum holds. These
potentials are not particularly big (they cannot be too small by Elias-
son’s Theorem [12]) but have a “peaky” shape. The sets of admissible
frequencies for which our Theorems hold have positive Lebesgue mea-
sures and are located close to rational numbers.
More precisely, we define the set P8 of smooth “peaky” potentials
V P C8pT,Rq by: V P P8 if and only if
(1) V ě 0
(2) the support supppV q of V is a proper subset of T
(3) V has a unique maximum at some point x˚
(4) and for any x P interiorpsupppV qqztx˚u one has V 1pxq ‰ 0.
For V P P8 we denote by LpV q the length of the support of V and
KpV q “ maxT V . For ε ą 0 and k P N we define PωpV ; k, εq as the set
of real analytic potentials rV : TÑ R such that
}V ´ rV }Ck :“ max
0ďlďk maxxPT p|B
lpV pxq ´ rV pxqq|q ă ε.
We now describe the set which will essentially be our set of admissible
frequencies. We define for η ą 0, p{q P Q the set Dp{qpηq
Dp{qpηq “sp
q
´ η, p
q
` ηrXDC1pη2, 3q.
where DC1pη2, 3q is the set of α P T such that
@ pk, lq P Zˆ N˚, |α ´ k
l
| ě η
2
l3
.
The setDp{qpηq is a set of positive Lebesgue measure for η small enough,
cf. Lemma 3.1.
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Our main Theorem is the following.
Theorem A. There exists s0 P N˚ such that the following holds. Let
V P P8 and q P N˚ be such that KpV q ą 10 and LpV q ă 1{q. Then,
there exists ε ą 0 such that for any rV P PωpV ; s0, εq there exists a
set of frequencies AqprV q of full Lebesgue measure in Ťq´1p“0Dp{qpηq such
that for any α P AqprV q the spectrum of HrV ,α,0 has disjoint a.c. and
p.p. components.
Remark 1. The preceding Theorem combined with the acritality result
of Avila [1] shows that there is a prevalent set rU Ă PωpV ; s0, εq such
that for any rV P rU and any α P AqprV q, HV,α,0 has no s.c. spectrum.
Remark 2. Let PratpV ; s0, εq be the subset of all functions of the
form P {Q in PωpV ; s0, εq where P and Q are trigonometric polyno-
mials. A simple Fubini type argument shows that there exists a set
Aratq of full Lebesgue measure in
Ťq´1
p“0Dp{qpηq such that for all pα, rV q P
Aratq ˆ PratpV ; s0, εq, the spectrum of HrV ,α,0 has disjoint a.c. and p.p.
components.
We can also prove a similar result for a specific class of examples.
Let λ and K be two positive constants and let VK,λ : R{Z Ñ R be
the real analytic potential defined by
VK,λpxq “ K
1` 4λ sin2ppixq .
Theorem B. Assume that K and λ are large enough. Then, there is
a set A2 Ă T of positive Lebesgue measure such that for any α P A2
the operator HVK,λ,α,0 has both a.c. and p.p. spectrum.
1.3. Dynamics of cocycles and spectral theory. The proofs of the
preceding Theorems are based, as is now often the case in the study
of 1D quasi-periodic Schro¨dinger operators, on the study of the so-
called family of Schro¨dinger cocycles associated to the operator. This
is the family of skew-product diffeomorphisms pα, SE´V q : T ˆ R2 ö,
pα,Aqpx, yq “ px ` α, SE´V pxqyq where E P R and SW denotes the
matrix
ˆ
W ´1
1 0
˙
P SLp2,Rq. The dynamical behavior of the family
of cocycles pα, SE´V q, E P R is closely related to the spectral properties
of the family of operators HV,α,x, x P T. One usually distinguishes two
different kinds of dynamical behaviors:
Reducible or almost-reducible dynamics: the cocycle pα, SE´V q is Ck-
reducible, k P N Y t8, ωu if there exists B : R{2Z Ñ SLp2,Rq of
class Ck such that Bp¨ ` αqSE´V p¨qBp¨q´1 is a constant C P SLp2,Rq
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or equivalently if p0, Bq ˝ pα, SE´V q ˝ p0, Bq´1 “ pα,Cq. This notion
is particularly useful when C is an elliptic matrix because then the
iterates pα, SE´V qn “: pnα, SpnqE´V q are bounded in the sense that the
products (n ě 1)
S
pnq
E´V p¨q “ SE´V p¨ ` pn´ 1qαq ¨ ¨ ¨SE´V p¨q
are uniformly Ck- bounded: indeed, S
pnq
E´V p¨q “ Bp¨ ` nαq´1CnBp¨q.
An equally important notion is that of almost-reducibility: the cocycle
pα, SE´V q is almost-reducible if there exists a sequence Bn : R{2Z Ñ
SLp2,Rq of class Ck such that p0, Bnq ˝ pα, SE´V q ˝ p0, Bnq´1 converges
to a constant (elliptic or parabolic) cocycle1. In many cases, almost-
reducibility of pα, SE´V q implies slow growth of the iterates pα, SE´V qn.
In turn, the boundedness (or the slow growth) of the iterates of the
cocycles pα, SE´V q provides useful spectral informations: if this occurs
at a point E in the spectrum then, assuming α diophantine, there exists
an interval containing E on which the spectrum of HV,α,x is ac (for all
x P T); cf. Theorem 2.3.
Non-Uniform Hyperbolicity (NUH): a cocycle pα, SE´V q is Non-Uniformly
Hyperbolic if its (upper) Lyapunov exponent
LEpα, SE´V q “ lim
nÑ8
ż
T
1
n
ln }SpnqE´V pxq}dx
is positive and if it is at the same time not uniformly-hyperbolic or
equivalently if E P ΣV,α. The Theorem of Bourgain and Goldstein [9]
is in fact the statement that if for all E and all α the Lyapunov exponent
of pα, SE´V q is positive then the operator HV,α,0 has pp spectrum for
Lebesgue a.e. α. The same statement holds if the preceding conditions
are satisfied for all E and all irrational α in some nonempty open
intervals. Proving for a given (analytic) cocycle that LEpα, SE´V q is
positive is usually done via Herman’s subharmonicity trick [20]. 2
To produce mixed spectrum in Theorem A one idea is thus to produce
ranges of the energy parameter E for which pα, SE´V q has a reducible
(or almost-reducible) behavior and other ranges for which it has a NUH
behavior. It turns out that if V is in the class P8 with LpV q ă 1{q,
this is the case for the family of cocycles pα, SE´V qq at least if α is very
close to a rational of the form p{q. Indeed, in this case pα, SE´V qq will
be of the form pqα, SpqqE´V q where for E in some range of parameters one
1When k “ ω we require the convergence to hold on some fixed analyticity band
pR` ir´h, hsq{Z (where i “ ?´1).
2Another method is provided by [26] with less regular potentials but with dio-
phantine conditions on the frequency and weaker conclusion.
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has: (i) maxxPT |trSpqqE´V | ă 2; and for some other range of parameters
E: (ii) the image of T by trSpqqE´V contains strictly r´2, 2s. This leads
to the study of cocycles that we shall call totally elliptic in case (i)
and regular of mixed type in case (ii). The relevant theorem attached
to case (i) is Theorem 3.1 proved in Section 3. By using a method
of algebraic conjugation (also known as the Cheap Trick, [14], [3]) we
can reduce the analysis of an a priori non-perturbative situation to the
more classical one of the perturbation of a constant cocycle (Eliasson’s
Theorem). The theorem that allows us to prove positivity of the Lya-
punov exponents in case (ii) is Theorem 4.1 of Section 4. The method,
though it relies on subharmonicity, is different in spirit from Herman’s
method and closer to the acceleration theory developed by Avila in [1]
even if we don’t need the full strength of this theory.
The dynamical analysis in the proof of Theorem B uses results of
Section 3 and Herman’s subharmonicity trick.
As a final comment, we mention that the current method we use does
not allow us to produce many alternating ac and pp components. The
analysis of a more general situation than (ii), namely that of cocyles
of mixed type which are not regular (if the cocycle is not regular this
only means that the image of T by trSpqqE´V contains 2 or ´2) is then
necessary. We defer this analysis to another paper.
1.4. On the genesis of the paper. The results in the present paper
are based on questions that arose when we numerically investigated
the Lyapunov exponent of the Schro¨dinger cocycle pα, SE´VK,λq with
the ”peaky” potential
VK,λpxq “ K
1` λ sin2ppixq .
When fixing K ą 5 and taking λ large, the simulations indicated that
the potential VK,λ behaves both as a ”large” potential (in the region
|E| ą 2 ` ε) and as a ”small” potential (on regions inside the inter-
val |E| ă 2|). More precisely, we noted that the Lyapunov exponent
LEpα, SE´VK,λq seems to be positive for E outside r´2.1, 2.1s; but in-
side r´2, 2s it looks like there are values of E for which the Lyapunov
exponent vanishes (see Figures (1) and (2); in Figure (1) we have also
included a plot of the rotation number ραpEq :“ ρpα, SE´VK,λq. This
seemed unexpected. Since the potential is not small, we could not ex-
plain this latter observation by directly applying reducibility results
(such as Eliasson’s theorem [12]). Provided that the numerical ex-
periments showed a correct picture, there had to be some resonance
phenomena going on. This is where our journey began.
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(a) E ÞÑ
LEpα, SE´VK,λq on
the interval p´3, 10q
(b) E ÞÑ ραpEq on the
interval p´3, 10q
Figure 1. Numerical computations of (A) the Lya-
punov exponent LEpα, SE´VK,λq and (B) the rotation
number ραpEq for α “ p
?
5 ´ 1q{2, K “ 10 and λ “
10000.
Our Theorem B explains this phenomenon for α diophantine very
close to 1{2. It would be nice to have an explanation for the Golden
Mean α “ p?5 ´ 1q{2, a number of constant type. Maybe the renor-
malization techniques of [4] and [5] can be of some use to tackle this
question.
2. Criteria for ac and pp spectrum
2.1. Background.
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Figure 2. Numerical computations of E ÞÑ
LEpα, SE´VK,λq on r´2, 2s for α “ p
?
5 ´ 1q{2, K “ 10
and λ “ 10000.
2.1.1. Norms. If f : R{ZÑ R is a C8-function we define its Ck norm
}f}Ck (or for short }f}k) by
}f}Ck “ max
0ďlďk supxPT
|Blfpxq|.
If f : R{Z Ñ R is a real-analytic function having a bounded holomor-
phic extension rf on a complex strip pR` ir´h, hsq{Z we define
}f}h “ sup
zPpR`ir´h,hsq{Z
| rfpzq|.
We denote by Cωh pTq the set of all such functions.
2.1.2. Cocycles. A Ck (k P NYt8, ωu) quasi-periodic cocycle is a map
TdˆR2 ö, px, yq ÞÑ px`α,Apxqyq where α P Td and A : Td Ñ SLp2,Rq
is of class Ck. If A is a constant map we say that the cocycle pα,Aq is
constant and we say that it is respectively elliptic, unipotent or hyper-
bolic if A is respectively elliptic (|trpAq| ă 2), unipotent (|trpAq| “ 2)
or hyperbolic (|trpAq| ą 2). Two cocycles pα,Aiq, i “ 1, 2, are said
to be conjugated if there exists a map B : pR{2Zqd Ñ SLp2,Rq of
class Ck such that p0, Bq ˝ pα,A1q ˝ p0, Bq´1 “ pα,A2q or equivalently
A2p¨q “ Bp¨`αqA1p¨qBp¨q´1. A cocycle pα,Aq is said to be Ck-reducible
if it can be conjugated to a constant cocycle and Ck-almost reducible if
there exists a sequence of maps Bn : pR{2Zqd Ñ SLp2,Rq of class Ck
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such that the sequence Bnp¨ ` αqAp¨qBp¨q´1 converges in Ck-topology
3 to a constant elliptic or unipotent cocycle4 as n goes to infinity.
2.1.3. Lyapunov exponent. The (upper) Lyapunov exponent of a cocy-
cle pα,Aq is the nonnegative limit
LEpα,Aq :“ lim
nÑ8
1
n
ż
Td
ln }Anpxq}dx
where pnα,Anq “ pα,Aqn (equivalently for n ě 1, Anp¨q “ Ap¨ ` pn ´
1qαq ¨ ¨ ¨Ap¨q).
By Kingman’s Ergodic Theorem, when the translation x ÞÑ x` α is
minimal on Td one has for Lebesgue a.e. x P Td
(1) LEpα,Aq “ lim
nÑ8
1
n
ln }Anpxq}.
If furthermore LEpα,Aq ą 0 there exists for a.e. x P Td a measurable
decomposition
(2) R2 “ Espxq ‘ Eupxq
such that ApxqEs,upxq “ Es,upx ` αq and for any v P Espxq (resp.
v P Eupxq) the limit of p1{|n|q ln }Anpxqv} when n goes to 8 (resp.
´8) is equal to ´LEpα,Aq.
When LEpα,Aq ą 0 and the convergence in (1) is uniform (the
decomposition (2) is then continuous) one says that the cocycle pα,Aq
is uniformly hyperbolic (UH). If LEpα,Aq ą 0 and the cocycle pα,Aq
is not UH we say it is non-uniformly hyperbolic (NUH).
2.1.4. Rotation number. A continuous cocycle pα,Aq : Td ˆ R2 ö
naturally defines a projective cocycle fpα,Aq : Td ˆ S1 ö, px, yq ÞÑ
px ` α,Apxqy{}Apxqy}). Let pi : R Ñ S1 be the projection y ÞÑ
pcosp2piyq, sinp2piyqq. If the map A : Td Ñ SLp2,Rq is homotopic to the
identity, there exists a lift Fpα,Aq : TdˆR ö, px, yq ÞÑ px`α, gpx, yqq, g
being continuous of the form gpx, yq “ y`ϕpx, yq where ϕ is 1-periodic
in y, such that pipgpx, yqq “ Apxqy{}Apxqy}. If α has rationally inde-
pendent coordinates one can prove ([20]) that the following limit
(3) rpα,Aqpx, yq :“ lim
nÑ8
gpF npα,Aqpx, yqq ´ y
n
exists for all px, yq and is independent of px, yq. This limit is denoted by
ρ¯pα,Aq and its class modulo 1 is denoted by ρpα,Aq (it is independent
3When k “ ω we require the convergence to hold on some fixed analyticity band
pR`?´1r´h, hsq{Z
4We exclude constant hyperbolic cocycles in this definition just to have nicer
statements in the paper.
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of the preceding construction) and is called the fibered rotation number
(for short the rotation number) of the cocycle pα,Aq.
We extend the preceding definition when d “ 1 to the case where α
is rational. If α “ 0 the limit rp0,Aqpx, yq in equation (3) is defined for
any x P T and any y P R, is independent on y but then depends on x.
We define
ρ¯p0, Aq “
ż
T
rp0,Aqpx, yqdx.
When α “ p{q is rational pp, qq P Zˆ N˚, (p^ q “ 1) we define
ρ¯pp{q, Aq “ 1
q
ρ¯ppp{q, Aqqq.
The value of ρpα,Aq :“ ρ¯pp{q, Aq mod 1 does not depend on the pre-
ceding construction.
2.1.5. Schro¨dinger cocycles. A cocycle of the form pα, SV q with SV “ˆ
V ´1
1 0
˙
where V P CkpTd,Rq is said to be a Schro¨dinger cocycle. The
family pα, SE´V q, E P R is called the family of Schro¨dinger cocycles
associated to the potential V . When α has rationally independent
coordinates, the dynamics of this family of cocycles is intimately related
to the spectral properties of the family of Schro¨dinger operator HV,α,x,
x P Td. For example E R ΣV,α if and only if pα, SE´V q is a uniformly
hyperbolic cocycle. Another example of such a correspondence is the
following. Define the probability measure νV,α :“
ş
T µV,α,xdx. Then for
any E P R, the rotation number of pα, SE´V q is related to the density
of states νV,αps ´ 8, Esq by
(4) νV,αps ´ 8, Esq “ 1´ 2ρpα, SE´V q.
2.1.6. Diophantine conditions. For d P N˚, η ą 0, σ ě d` 1 we denote
by DCdpη, σq the set of α P Td such that
@ pk, lq P pZdzt0uq ˆ Z, |xk, αy ´ l| ě η|k|σ´1 .
For σ ą d ` 1 and η small enough this is a set of positive Lebesgue
measure and the set DCdpσq “ Ťηą0DCdpη, σq is a set of full Lebesgue
measure. An element α P Td is said to be diophantine if it is in the set
DCd “ Ťσěd´1DCdpσq.
We say that ρ P R is in DSαpκq if
@ k P Zdzt0u, min
lPZ |2ρ´ xk, αy ´ l| ě
κ
|k|d`2
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and we set DSα “ Yκą0DSαpκq. Elements of DSα are said to be
diophantine with respect to α. It is easy to check that DSα is a set of
full Lebesgue measure.
2.2. Criterium for ac spectrum. We first recall the following fun-
damental result by Eliasson:
Theorem 2.1 (Eliasson, [12]). Let d P N˚, α P DCdpη, σq and h ą 0.
There exists ε0pη, σ, hq such that if V P Cωh pTd,Rq satisfies }V }h ď ε0
then the spectral measure µV,α,x is ac for any x P Td.
Remark 3. Strictly speaking, Eliasson’s Theorem is proven in [12] for
quasi-periodic 1D-Schro¨dinger operators on the real line (continuous
time) with diophantine frequency vectors and with small real analytic
potentials 5. The analysis of the 1D discrete quasi-periodic Schro¨dinger
operators on Z with diophantine frequency vector and small real ana-
lytic potential is done in [17].
The proof of the preceding result is based on a KAM-type inductive
procedure that allows for a very precise description of the dynamical
properties of the family of Schro¨dinger cocycles pα, SE´V q: in this per-
turbative regime these cocycles are always uniformly hyperbolic (which
is equivalent to E R ΣV,α) or almost-reducible. The KAM-type induc-
tive scheme of [12], [17] and the description of the dynamics of the
family of Schro¨dinger cocycles can be extended to the smooth case (cf.
[14] and Section 3.2) and a close look at Eliasson’s proof of [12] shows
that the spectral result of Theorem 2.1 can as well be extended to the
smooth case. Indeed, the following more general version of Theorem
2.1 is valid:
Theorem 2.2. Let d P N˚, α P Td be diophantine, V P C8pTd,Rq and
assume that there exists B P C8ppR{2Zqd, SLp2,Rqq such that for E in
some interval sE¯ ´ δ, E¯ ` δr (δ ą 0) Bp¨ ` αq´1SE´V p¨qBp¨q is of the
form ApE ´ E¯qeFEp¨q where E ÞÑ ApEq P SLp2,Rq and E ÞÑ FEp¨q P
C8pTd, slp2,Rqq are real analytic and such that
d
dE
ρpα,ApEqq|pE“E¯q ‰ 0
and
}FEp¨q}C0 “ OppE ´ E¯q2q.
Then, there exists an nonempty open interval I containing E¯ on which
µV,α,x is (non trivial and) ac for all x P Td.
5The theorem is also true for any real analytic potential and for large energies
in the spectrum
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The preceding theorem holds true at least on intervals of energies
where the cocycle pα, SE´V q is almost-reducible.
Theorem 2.3 (Extension of Eliasson’s Theorem). Let V P C8pTd,Rq
and α diophantine. If for some E˚ P R the cocycle pα, SE˚´V q is C8
almost-reducible then there exists a nonempty open interval Iac such
that for all x P Td, the restriction of the spectral measure µV,α,x to Iac
is (non-trivial and) ac.
Proof. See the Appendix. 
2.3. Criterium for pp spectrum. We recall the following criterium
for the existence of pp spectrum in some interval due to Bourgain and
Goldstein [9] (see also the nice survey [22]).
Theorem 2.4 (Bourgain-Goldstein Theorem). Let V P CωpT,Rq, Ipp
and J be two nonempty open intervals. Assume that for all pE,αq P
Ipp ˆ pJzpQ{Zqq one has LEpα, SE´V q ą 0. Then, there exists a set
BG Ă J , LebpJzBGq “ 0, such that for all α P BG, the restriction of the
spectral measure µV,α,0 to Ipp is pp (and satisfies Anderson localization).
3. Totally elliptic cocycles
We say that A : T Ñ SLp2,Rq is totally elliptic if for any value of
x, |trApxq| ă 2. This is equivalent to the fact that for any x, Apxq
is an elliptic matrix (a matrix in SLp2,Rq which is conjugated to a
rotation matrix different from ˘I). If p{q is a rational number andś0
k“q´1Ap¨ ` kp{qq is totally elliptic, we say that the cocycle pp{q, Aqq
is totally elliptic.
For η ą 0, σ ě 2 we recall that DC1pη, σq is the set of α P T such
that
@ pk, lq P Zˆ N˚, |α ´ k
l
| ě η
lσ
and we denote by Dp{qpηq
Dp{qpηq “sp
q
´ η, p
q
` ηrXDC1pη2, 3q.
Lemma 3.1. For any 0 ă η ă 1{2, Dp{qpηq is a set of positive Lebesgue
measure.
Proof. We have to prove that the Lebesgue measure of
E :“sp
q
´ η, p
q
` ηrz
ď
pk,lqPZˆN˚
sk
l
´ η
2
l3
,
k
l
` η
2
l3
r
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is positive. This measure can be bounded by below by
2η ´
8ÿ
l“1
l
2η2
l3
ě 2ηp1´ 2ηq.

This section is dedicated to the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. There exists s0 P N for which the following is true. Let
p{q be a rational number, I Ă R a compact interval with nonempty inte-
rior and a map IˆTÑ SLp2,Rq, pE, xq ÞÑ AEpxq which is homotopic
to the identity, C1 in E and smooth in x. Assume that
‚ for any E P I, ppp{qq, AEqq is totally elliptic;
‚ the map I Ñ R, E ÞÑ ρpp{q, AEq is not constant.
Then, there exists η0pmaxEPI }AE}Cs0 , qq ą 0 such that for any 0 ă
η ď η0 and any α P Dp{qpηq there exists a positive Lebesgue measure
set Eα Ă I such that for any E P Eα, the cocycle pα,AEq is reducible
(conjugated to a constant elliptic cocycle).
3.1. Periodic approximations. Let Rϕ be the matrix
Rϕ :“
ˆ
cosϕ ´ sinϕ
sinϕ cosϕ
˙
.
Proposition 3.2 (Periodic approximation). If A : T Ñ SLp2,Rq
is homotopic to the identity, smooth and satisfies tr|ś0k“q´1Ap¨ `
kp{qqp¨q| ă 2, then there exist smooth maps B : T Ñ SLp2,Rq and
ϕ : TÑ R such that Bp¨ ` p
q
q´1Ap¨qBp¨q “ Rϕp¨q.
Proof. We notice that if we denote Apqqp¨q “ Ap¨ ` pq ´ 1qp{qq ¨ ¨ ¨Ap¨q
then
(5) Apqqp¨ ` p
q
q “ Ap¨qApqqp¨qAp¨q´1.
By assumption, for all x P T one has |trApqqpxq| ă 2 so by Lemma B.2
there exist smooth maps B : TÑ SLp2,Rq, a : RÑs0, pir such that
@x P T, Bp¨q´1ApqqpxqBpxq “ Rapxq
and from (5) we get
Rap¨`p{qq “
ˆ
Bp¨ ` p
q
q´1Ap¨qBpxq
˙
Rap¨q
ˆ
Bp¨ ` p
q
q´1Ap¨qBpxq
˙´1
.
But since for any x P T, 0 ă apxq`apx`p{qq ă 2pi and A is homotopic
to the identiy, Lemma B.1 applies and we get the existence of a smooth
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ϕ : TÑ R such that
Bp¨ ` p
q
q´1Ap¨qBpxq “ Rϕp¨q.

3.2. Quantitative Eliasson Theorem. Let κ ą 0. We say that
ρ P R is in DSαpκq if
@ k P Z˚, min
lPZ |2ρ´ kα´ l| ě
κ
|k|2
and we set DSα “ Yκą0DSαpκq. Elements of DSα are said to be
diophantine with respect to α. It is easy to check that DSα is a set of
full Lebesgue measure.
We recall the following quantitative version of Eliasson’s theorem
proved in [14].
Theorem 3.2. There exist two constants C1, C2 ą 0 such that the
following holds. Let Aˆ P SLp2,Rq and σ ą 0, be fixed. Then there
exists pσ, Aˆq ą 0 such that if a cocycle pα,Aq P R ˆ C8pT, SLp2,Rqq
satisfies
(1) α P DC1pγ, σq;
(2) ρpα,Aq is Diophantine with respect to α;
(3) }A´ Aˆ}C0 ď γd0 and }A´ Aˆ}Cs0 ď 1 , where d0 “ C1σ, s0 “rC2σs
then pα,Aq is C8 reducible (conjugated to a constant elliptic cocycle if
ρpα,Aq ‰ 0).
Notation: Till the end of Section 3 we denote the Cs-norm } ¨ }Cs by
} ¨ }s.
3.3. The Cheap Trick. We denote by s0 “ r3C2s where C2 is the con-
stant of Theorem 3.2. The aim of this section is to prove the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.3 (Cheap trick). Let p{q be a rational number and
A : TÑ SLp2,Rq such that 2´δ :“ maxT |trpś0k“q´1Ap¨`kp{qqq| ă 2.
Then, there exists η0p}A}Cs0 , q, δq ą 0 such that for any 0 ă η ď η0,
and any α P Dp{qpηq, there exists B P C8pR{2Z, SLp2,Rqq such that
Bp¨`αq´1Ap¨qBp¨q is a constant matrix in SOp2,Rq provided ρpα,Aq P
DSαzt0u.
Proof. The proof of the proposition is a consequence of Corollary 3.6
below which itself is deduced from the following two lemmas.
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Lemma 3.4 (Inductive step). Let ϕ : T Ñ R be smooth and assume
that ψp¨q :“ řq´1k“0 ϕp¨ ` kp{qq satisfies δ :“ minxPR,kPZ |ψpxq ´ kpi| ą 0.
Then, given r P N, there exists ν0 ą 0 such that for any α P T and any
F P C8pT, slp2,Rqq such that }F }r ď ν0, the following is true: there
exist rϕ P C8pT,Rq, rF , Y P C8pT, slp2,Rqq, such that
p0, e´Y p¨qq ˝ pα, eF p¨qRϕp¨qq ˝ p0, eY p¨qq “ pα, e rF p¨qRrϕp¨qq
with
}rϕ´ ϕ}r ď Cp3qpr, }ϕ}r, δq}F }r(6)
}Y }r ď Cp3qpr, }ϕ}r, δq}F }r,(7)
} rF }r´1 ď Cp3qpr, }ϕ}r, δq}F }r|α ´ p
q
|.(8)
where Cp3qpr, s, tq is a positive non-decreasing function of r, s and t´1.
Proof. We set ν :“ }F }r. Let us consider the cocycle pp{q, eF p¨qRϕp¨qq.
Its q-th iterate pp{q, eF p¨qRϕp¨qqq is of the form p0, eGp¨qRψp¨qq where ψp¨q “řq´1
k“0 ϕp¨ ` kp{qq and G : T Ñ slp2,Rq satisfies (as can be seen from
Lemma 9 of [14]): for any 0 ď j ď r
}G}j ď Krqj`1p1` νqq´2p1` }ϕ}jqν ď Crpq, }ϕ}jqν.
Using Lemma B.3 we deduce that there exists rψ and such that eGp¨qRψp¨q “
eY p¨qR rψp¨qe´Y p¨q or equivalently pp{q, eFRϕqq “ p0, eY q˝p0, R rψq˝p0, e´Y q
where
}Y }r ď Cp1qpr, }ϕ}r, δqν, pand } rψ ´ ψ}r ď Cp1qpr, }ϕ}r, δqνq.
From Proposition 3.2 we see that there exists a smooth rϕ : TÑ R such
that
p0, e´Y q ˝ pp{q, eFRϕq ˝ p0, eY q “ pp{q, Rrϕq.
From the previous identity
(9) e´Y p¨`p{qqeF p¨qRϕp¨qeY p¨q “ Rrϕp¨q
and from the inequalities }e˘Y ´ I}r ď Crp}Y }0q}Y }r and }eF ´ I}r ď
Crp}F }0q}F }r we deduce that
}rϕ´ ϕ}r ď maxpCrp}Y }0q, }F }0qp}Y }r ` }F }rq
ď Cp2qpr, }ϕ}r, δqν
Now, from equation (9) we get
e´Y p¨`αqeF p¨qRϕp¨qeY p¨q “ e´Y p¨`αqeY p¨`p{qqRrϕp¨q(10)
:“ e rF p¨qRrϕp¨q(11)
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whith
} rF }r´1 ď Crp}Y }0q}Y }r|α ´ p
q
|.

Lemma 3.5. Under the assumptions of the preceding lemma, given
r P N, there exists ν1 ą 0 such that for any α P T and any F P
C8pT, slp2,Rqq such that }F }r ď ν1 the following is true: for any
0 ď j ď r, there exist ϕj P C8pT,Rq, Fj, Zj P C8pT, slp2,Rqq, such
that
p0, e´Zjp¨qq ˝ pα, eF p¨qRϕp¨qq ˝ p0, eZjp¨qq “ pα, eFjp¨qRϕjp¨qq
with
}ϕj ´ ϕ}r´j`1 ď Cp3qpr, }ϕ}r, δq}F }r(12)
}Zj}r´j`1 ď Cp3qpr, }ϕ}r, δq}F }r,(13)
}Fj}r´j ď Cp3qpr, }ϕ}r, δq}F }r|α ´ p
q
|j.(14)
where Cp3qpr, s, tq is a positive non-decreasing function of r, s and t´1.
Proof. Just iterate the previous Lemma 3.4 and check that the induc-
tively defined sequence Fj satisfies }Fj}r´j ď ν0 (the ν0 of Lemma
3.4). 
Corollary 3.6. Let p{q be a rational number, s,m P N, and A :
T Ñ SLp2,Rq such that 2 ´ δ :“ maxT |trpś0k“q´1Ap¨ ` kp{qqq| ă 2.
Then, there exist η0ps,m, }A}s`m`7, q, δq ą 0 such that for any 0 ă
η ď η0, and any α P Dp{qpηq there exist B P C8pT, SLp2,Rqq and
A0 P SOp2,Rq such that
(15) }Bp¨ ` αq´1Ap¨qBp¨q ´ A0}s ď ηm.
and
}B}s ď η´3.
Proof. Let us define r “ s`m` 7 and j “ m` 2. By Proposition 3.2
there exist B1 P C8pT, SLp2,Rqq and ϕ P C8pT,Rq such that B1p¨ `
p{qq´1Ap¨qB1p¨q “ Rϕp¨q and thus B1p¨`αq´1Ap¨qB1p¨q “ eF p¨qRϕp¨q with
}F }r´1 ď C4 ˆ |α ´ pp{qq| where the constant C4 depends indeed on
}B1}r, r and δ. Since | cospřq´1k“0 ϕp¨`kp{qqq| “ |trpś0k“q´1Ap¨`kp{qqq|,
we see that minT,lPZ |přq´1k“0 ϕp¨ ` kαqq ´ lpi| ě δ and we can apply
Lemma 3.5 to pα, eFRϕq (with r ´ 1 in place of r): if C4η0 ă ν1 then
}F }r´1 ď C4|α ´ pp{qq| ď C4η ď ν1 and there exist ϕj P C8pT,Rq,
Fj, Zj P C8pT, slp2,Rqq, such that
p0, e´Zjp¨qq ˝ pα, eF p¨qRϕp¨qq ˝ p0, eZjp¨qq “ pα, eFjp¨qRϕjp¨qq
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with
}ϕj ´ ϕ}r´j ď Cp3qpr, }ϕ}r, δqC4η(16)
}Zj}r´j ď Cp3qpr, }ϕ}r, δqC4η,(17)
}Fj}r´j´1 ď Cp3qpr, }ϕ}r, δqpC4ηqj`1.(18)
From (16) we see that }ϕj}r´j ď 2Cp3qpr, }ϕ}r, δq provided C4η ď 1 and
since α P Dp{qpηq Ă DCpη2, 3q, there exist θp¨q P C8pT,Rq such that
the following cohomological equation is satisfied
ϕjp¨q “ θp¨ ` αq ´ θp¨q `
ż
T
ϕjdx
with the estimate
}θ}r´j´4 ď η´2}ϕj}r´j ď 2η´2Cp3qpr, }ϕ}r, δq.
As a consequence, if we define Bjp¨q “ eZjp¨qRθp¨q and θ0 :“
ş
T ϕjpxqdx
p0, Bjp¨qq´1 ˝ pα, eF p¨qRϕp¨qq ˝ p0, Bjp¨qq “ pα, e rFjp¨qRθ0q
with
} rFj}r´j´4 ď Cp4qpr, }ϕ}r, δqηj´1
and
}Bj}r´j´4 ď Cp4qpr, }ϕ}r, δqη´2
which is the desired conclusion if η is small enough. 
We can now prove Proposition 3.3. Using the notations of Theorem
3.2 we choose σ “ 3, s “ s0 “ rC2σs “ r3C2s, d0 “ C1σ “ 3C1,
m “ d0 ` 1, and apply successively Corollary 3.6 and Theorem 3.2.

3.4. Variation of the rotation number. The following lemmas are
proved in the Appendix.
Lemma 3.7. If I Ă R is an interval and A : I ˆ T Ñ SLp2,Rq,
pE, xq ÞÑ AEpxq is continuous and homotopic to the identity, then the
map Tˆ I Ñ R, pα,Eq ÞÑ ρpα,AEq is continuous.
Lemma 3.8. Assume that the map A is Lipschitz with respect to E
(uniformly in x). If there exists E0 P I for which pα,AE0q is C0-
conjugated to a constant elliptic cocycle, then there exists a constant
CE0 such that for any E P I
|ρpα,AEq ´ ρpα,AE0q ď CE0 |E ´ E0|.
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3.5. Proof of Theorem 3.1. By assumption, there exists a non empty
open interval J such that J Ă tρpp{q, AEq, E P Iu. From Lemma 3.7
there exists some η1 such that for any α Psp{q ´ 2η1, p{q ` 2η1r, J Ă
tρpα,AEq, E P Iu. From Proposition 3.3 we know that for any 0 ă η ă
minpη0, η1q and any α P Dp{qpηq the cocycle pα,AEq is C8-conjugated
to a constant elliptic cocycle provided ρpα,AEq P DSαpκqzt0u for some
κ ą 0; choose such an α. Since Yκą0DSαpκq has full Lebesgue mea-
sure, there exists κ for which M :“ DSαpκq X J has positive Lebesgue
measure. If f : I Ñ R is defined by fpEq “ ρpα,AEq, Lemma 3.8 tells
us that for any E P f´1pMq there exists a constant CE such that for
any E 1 P I, |fpE 1q ´ fpEq| ď CE|E 1 ´ E|. We apply to this situation
the following lemma:
Lemma 3.9. Let I, J be two intervals of R and f : I Ñ J be a contin-
uous map. Assume that there exists a set M Ă J , of positive Lebesgue
measure, such that for every x P f´1pMq there is a constant Cx ą 0
such that |fpxq ´ fpx1q| ď Cx|x ´ x1| for all x1 (close to x). Then
f´1pMq has positive measure.
Proof. The proof goes by contradiction. Assume that f´1pMq has zero
measure. Let
Kn “ tx P f´1pMq : Cx ď nu, n P Z.
Then we have Kn Ă Kn`1, and Ťně1Kn “ f´1pMq. By assumption
we also have that each Kn is of measure zero.
For any fixed n ě 1, we can cover the zero measure set Kn by smaller
and smaller intervals (on Kn we have a uniform upper bound on the
Lipschitz constant of f) and thus show that the measure of fpKnq must
be zero.
Thus it follows that the set
Ť
ně1 fpKnq has zero measure. Since we
have
M “ f
˜ď
ně1
Kn
¸
“
ď
ně1
fpKnq,
we hence get the contradiction. 
As a consequence, the set of E P I for which pα,AEq is conjugated
to a constant elliptic matrix is of positive Lebesgue measure. l
4. Regular cocycles of mixed type
We denote by Ωh “ pR` ir´h, hsq{Z and Ω`h “ pR` ip0, hsq{Z.
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4.1. Regular cocycles. We have already defined the notion of a to-
tally elliptic map A : T Ñ SLp2,Rq: for any x P T, Apxq is ellip-
tic. Changing “elliptic” to “hyperbolic” would lead to the notion of
a totally hyperbolic map. We say that a map A : T Ñ SLp2,Rq is
of mixed type if there exists x P T for which |trApxq| “ 2. Simi-
larly, if A : Ωh Ñ SLp2,Cq is holomorphic and real on Ω0 we say it
is of mixed type if its restriction to T is. Furthermore, we say that
A : Ωh Ñ SLp2,Cq is regular if there exists 0 ă h1 ď h and a holo-
morphic map λA : Ω
`
h1 :“ pR ` ip0, h1sq{Z Ñ C, such that for any
z P Ω`h1 , |λApzq| ą 1 and tλApzq, λApzq´1u are the eigenvalues of Apzq.
In that case the spectral radius, rspecpAq, of A is equal to |λApzq|.
Notice that h1 :“ h1pA, hq can be chosen to depend continuously on
A P Cωh pT, SLp2,Rqq regular.
We say that a cocycle of the form p0, Aq is regular (resp. has mixed
type) if the same is true for A.
Here is a criterium for regularity.
Lemma 4.1. Let A P Cωh pT, SLp2,Rqq. If for any x P T such that
|trpApxqq| ď 2 one has | d
dx
trApxq| ą 0 then A is regular.
Proof. Let us fix η ą 0 such that | d
dx
trApxq| ě δ ą 0 for |trpApxqq| ď
2`η. We just have to prove that on some Ω`h1 , h1 ą 0, one can follow the
eigenvalues of A in a holomorphic way and it is enough to prove that for
any z P Ω`h1 Apzq has no eigenvalue lying on the unit circle. If h1 is small
enough, this is clear on tx ` iy : |trpAqpxq| ą 2 ` η, 0 ă y ď h1u. On
the other hand, if x` iy P tx` iy : |trpAqpxq| ď 2` η, 0 ă y ď h1u then
trApx` iyq “ trApxq ` d
dx
trApxq ¨ piyq ` Opy2q. But, if one eigenvalue
of Apx` iyq is on the unit circle trApx` iyq is real and in r´2, 2s; thus
0 “ = d
dx
trApxq ¨ piyq ` Opy2q “ d
dx
trApxqy ` Opy2q (since d
dx
trApxq is
also real). But for 0 ă y ă h1, h1 small enough this is impossible since
| d
dx
trApxq| ě δ ą 0. 
The main result is the following
Theorem 4.1. Let pp, qq P Z ˆ N˚, A P Cωh pT, SLp2,Rqq and assume
that pp{q, Aqq is regular and of mixed type. Then, there exists η2 :“
η2pA, h, qq ą 0, continuous with respect to A P Cωh pT, SLp2,Rqq, such
that for any α irrational satisfying 0 ă |α ´ pp{qq| ă η2 one has
LEpα,Aq ą 0.
4.2. Complex extensions. Let α P pR´Qq{Z and A : TÑ SLp2,Rq
a real analytic map admitting a holomorphic extension on a com-
plex strip Ωh “ pR ` r´ih, ihsq{Z (h ą 0). For |ν| ď h define
Aνp¨q “ Ap¨ ` iνq : T Ñ SLp2,Cq. As usual LEpα,Aνq is the limit
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of
ş
Tp1{nq log }
ś0
k“n´1Apx ` iν ` kαq}dx. Notice that when α “ p{q
is rational this limit coincide with p1{qq şT log rspecpś0k“q´1Apx` iν `
kp{qqqdx.We shall need the following fact:
Lemma 4.2. For any α P T, the map Lα : r´h, hs Ñ R`, ν ÞÑ
LEpα,Aνq is an even convex function.
Proof. For z P Ωh, n P N the map Mn : z ÞÑ 1n log }
ś0
k“n´1Apz ` kαq}
is subharmonic, hence the map Lnpα, ¨q : ν ÞÑ
ş
TMnp¨ ` iνq is convex
as well as ν ÞÑ limnÑ8Mnpνq. It is even because A is real on the real
axis. 
Though we will not need it, we mention that a much stronger (and
more difficult to prove) statement is the following theorem due to A.
Avila [1].
Theorem 4.2 (Avila). The map Lα : r´h, hs Ñ R`, ν ÞÑ LEpα,Aνq is
an even piecewise linear convex function the slopes of which are integer
multiples of 2pi. Moreover, if ν P p0, hq has an open neighborhood on
which Lαp¨q is linear, the cocycle pα,Aνp¨qq is uniformly hyperbolic. The
slope of Lα at 0
` is called the acceleration.
4.3. Consequences of regularity. When A is regular and α “ 0 one
can improve the result of Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 4.3. If A P Cωh pT, SLp2,Rqq is regular, the map L0 restricted
to r0, h1s is a non-negative, non decreasing affine function.
Proof. Indeed, in that case for any 0 ă ν ď h1, L0pνq “
ş
T log |λApx `
iνq|dx. Since λAp¨q is holomorphic on Ω`h1 and non zero, log |λAp¨q| is
harmonic on Ω`h1 and hence L0 is affine on r0, h1s. Since L0 is convex
and even on r´h1, h1s it has to be non decreasing on r0, h1s. 
Notice that there exist rA P Z and a holomorphic θA : Ω`h1 Ñ C such
that for any z P Ω`h1 Ñ C
λApzq “ expp2piirAz ` θApzqq.
By Cauchy formula
ş
T θApx ` iνqdx is independent of ν; let us call θ¯A
this value. We haveż
T
log |λApx` iνq|dx “ 2pirAν ` <θ¯A
and since this quantity is non negative and non decreasing on p0, h1s
we have rA ě 0 and <θ¯A ě 0. When A is of mixed type <θ¯A ą 0.
When A is regular we can diagonalize A in a holomorphic way:
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Lemma 4.4. If A P Cωh pT, SLp2,Rqqq is regular on Ω`h1, then for any
0 ă ν ă h1, there exists Bν P C8pT, GLp2,Cqq such that Bνp¨q´1Ap¨ `
iνqBνp¨q “ DλAp¨`iνq where we use the notation Dλ “ diagpλ, λ´1q.
Proof. Let Cν be the circle pR` iνq{Z. For any z P Cν the eigenvalues
λApzq, λApzq´1 of Apzq, are distinct and we can thus define E˘pzq “
kerpApzq ´ λ˘ApzqIq Ă C2 the corresponding one-dimensional complex
eigenspaces. The maps Cν Q z ÞÑ E˘pzq P P1pCq are smooth and
define two smooth complex line bundles E` Ñ Cν and E´ Ñ Cν . The
existence of a smooth function Bν : Cν Ñ GLp2,Cq such that on Cν one
has Bνp¨q´1Ap¨qBνp¨q “ DλAp¨q is equivalent to the fact that there exist
two nonzero smooth sections Cν Q z ÞÑ u˘pzq P E˘pzq. To conclude,
we could just argue that any complex fibered bundle over the circle is
equivalent to a trivial one (see for example [18]) but here we can give
a direct argument. Since the manifold Cν has real dimension 1, P1pCq
has real dimension 2 and E˘ : Cν Ñ P1pCq are smooth, there exists
a complex line P1pCq Q β “ rβ1, β2s R E˘pCνq. For each point t P Cν
the affine lines of C2, E˘ptq and tpu1, u2q P C2 : β1u1 ` β2u2 “ 1u
intersect in a single point which depends smoothly on t. This defines
the searched for smooth sections u˘p¨q.

We use the same notations as before.
Lemma 4.5. Let ε ą 0 and 0 ă ν ă h1 ă h, p{q P Q, A P
Cωh pT, SLp2,Rqq and assume that pp{q, Aqq is regular. Then, there ex-
ists η0 :“ η0pA, q, ε, νq ą 0, continuous with respect to A P Cωh pT, SLp2,Rqq,
such that for any irrational α satisfying 0 ă |α ´ pp{qq| ă η0 one has
|LEppα,Ap¨ ` iνqqqq ´ LEppp{q, Ap¨ ` iνqqqq| ď ε.
Proof. Define Apqq by pp{q, Aqq “ p0, Apqqq; by assumption this is a
regular map. The previous Lemma shows that there exists Bν P
C8pT, GLp2,Cqq such that p0, Bνq´1˝pp{q, Aνqq˝p0, Bνq “ p0, Dλ
Apqq p¨`iνqp¨qq,
thus
p0, Bνq´1 ˝ pα,Aνqq ˝ p0, Bνq “ pqα,Dλ
Apqq p¨`iνqp¨qP p¨qq
where the perturbation P : TÑ SLp2,Rq satisfies
}P ´ I}0 À q|α ´ p{q|p1` }A}hqqh´2}Bν}0}B´1ν }0.
Since the matrices Dλ
Apqq p¨`iνq are uniformly hyperbolic (minT |λApqqp¨`
iνq| ą 0) it is not difficult to show that the cocycle pα,Aνqq is uniformly
hyperbolic if q|α´p{q| is small enough and that its Lyapunov exponent
is ε-close to LEppp{q, Ap¨ ` iνqqqq. 
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Proposition 4.6. Let q P N˚, A P Cωh pT, SLp2,Rqq be such thatpp{q, Aqq is regular and let ε ą 0. Then, there exists η1 :“ η1pA, h, q, εq ą
0, continuous with respect to A P Cωh pT, SLp2,Rqq, such that for any
0 ă |α ´ pp{qq| ă η1 one has
qLEpα,Aq ě LEppp{q, Aqqq ´ ε.
Proof. Choose 0 ă ν1 ă ν2 ă h1 with ν1 “ h1{4, ν2 “ h1{2 and introducerLqαpνq “ LEppα,Ap¨ ` iνqqqq “ qLEpα,Ap¨ ` iνqqrL0pνq “ LEppp{q, Ap¨ ` iνqqqq “ LEp0, Apqqp¨ ` iνqq.
From Lemma 4.2 we know that ν ÞÑ rLqαpνq is a convex function and
by Lemma 4.3 that ν ÞÑ rL0pνq is an affine function. We now define
η1 “ minpη0pA, ν1, ε{3q, η0pA, ν2, ε{3qq and we apply Lemma 4.5: for
any irrational 0 ă |α ´ pp{qq| ă η1, |rLqαpνjq ´ rL0pνjq| ď ε, j “ 1, 2.
The function ν ÞÑ rLqαpνq is convex on ν ě 0, hence for t ă 0,rLqαpν1 ` tpν2 ´ ν1qq ě rLqαpν1q ` tprLqαpν2q ´ rLαpν1qq
ě rL0pν1q ` tprL0pν2q ´ rL0pν1qq ` p2t´ 1qε{3
and since ν ÞÑ rL0pνq is affine one has for t “ ´ν1{pν2 ´ ν1q “ ´1,rLqαp0q ě rL0p0q ´ ε.

4.4. Proof of Theorem 4.1. We can now complete the proof of The-
orem 4.1. Indeed, if Apqq is regular and of mixed type LEp0, Apqqq ą 0
and we can apply the previous Proposition with ε “ LEp0, Apqqq{2.
5. Coexistence of ac components and pp components
Let pp, qq P ZˆN˚, p^ q “ 1, and V : TÑ R a nonnegative smooth
function the support of which is included in s0, 1{qr. We shall assume
in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 that in addition V P P8.
5.1. Computation of pp{q, SE´V qq. We introduce the matrices
CE “
ˆ
E ´1
1 0
˙
, SE´V pxq “
ˆ
E ´ V pxq ´1
1 0
˙
and
A
pqq
E pxq “ SE´V px` pq ´ 1q
p
q
q ¨ ¨ ¨SE´V pxq.
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Denote by Ij the arc rj{q, pj ` 1q{qs, 0 ď j ď q ´ 1 and let j¯ P
t0, . . . , j ´ 1u be such that j¯p ” j mod q (if p¯ is the inverse of p in
Z{qZ, j¯ “ jp¯). Notice that if x P Ij,
(19) A
pqq
E pxq “ Cq´1´j¯E SE´V prxjqC j¯E
where rx is the point of the orbit of x under x ÞÑ x` pp{qq that lies in
I0 and as a consequence the trace τEpxq of ApqqE pxq is equal to the trace
of
ˆ
E ´ V prxq ´1
1 0
˙ˆ
E ´1
1 0
˙q´1
.
Lemma 5.1. If E “ 2 cos θ (resp. E “ 2 cosh θ) one has
trpApqqE pxqq “ ´V prxqsinpqθqsin θ ` 2 cospqθq.
(resp.
trpApqqE pxqq “ ´V prxqsinhpqθqsinh θ ` 2 coshpqθq.q
Proof. We assume that E “ 2 cos θ, so the matrix CE :“
ˆ
E ´1
1 0
˙
is elliptic with eigenvalues e˘iθ. We find that
ˆ
m
1
˙
and
ˆ
m¯
1
˙
are the
eigenvectors corresponding to eiθ and e´iθ where m “ eiθ. Hence
CE “ 1
m´ m¯
ˆ
m m¯
1 1
˙ˆ
eiθ 0
0 e´iθ
˙ˆ
1 ´m¯
´1 m
˙
and if we denote ϕ “ pq ´ 1qθ
Cq´1E “
1
2i sin θ
ˆ
eiθ e´iθ
1 1
˙ˆ
eiϕ 0
0 e´iϕ
˙ˆ
1 ´e´iθ
´1 eiθ
˙
.
We find
Cq´1E “
1
sin θ
ˆ
sinpθ ` ϕq ´ sinpϕq
sinϕ sinpθ ´ ϕq
˙
.
Soˆ
E ´ V prxq ´1
1 0
˙ˆ
E ´1
1 0
˙q´1
“
1
sin θ
ˆpE ´ V q sinpθ ` ϕq ´ sinϕ ´pE ´ V q sinϕ´ sinpθ ´ ϕq
sinpθ ` ϕq ´ sinϕ
˙
.
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Using that ϕ “ pq´1qθ and E “ 2 cos θ this last matrix can be written¨˚
˚˝cospqθq ` pcos θ ´ V qsinpqθqsin θ V
ˆ
sinpqθq
sin θ
cos θ ´ cospqθq
˙
sinpqθq
sin θ
cospqθq ´ sinpqθq
sinpθq cos θ
‹˛‹‚,
and thus
τEpxq “ ´V prxqsinpqθq
sin θ
` 2 cospqθq.
Notice that the same computations with E “ 2 cosh θ will give
τEpxq “ ´V prxqsinhpqθq
sinh θ
` 2 coshpqθq.

5.2. Existence of ac spectrum. Let θk “ pik{q, 0 ď k ď 2q ´ 1.
Close to each θk, 1 ď k ď 2q ´ 1, there exist closed intervals with
nonempty interior Jk, such that for every θ P Jk
‚ The quantities sinpqθq{ sin θ and cospqθq have the same sign;
‚ pmaxT V q| sinpqθq{ sinpθq| ă 1{2;
‚ 2 ą |2 cospqθq| ą 3{2.
Let δk “ minθPJk 2´ 2| cospqθq|.
Lemma 5.2. For any E P 2 cos Jk, the cocycle pp{q, SE´V qq is totally
elliptic and E ÞÑ ρpp{q, SE´V q is a real analytic non constant function
on 2 cos Jk.
Proof. For the first part of the statement we observe that since the
function V is nonnegative we have by Lemma 5.1 that for any θ P Jk
and any x P T
|trpApqqE pxqq| ď 2´ δk.
For the second part we observe that
ρpp{q, SE´V q “ p1{qqρp0, ApqqE q
and notice that if τEpxq “ trpApqqE pxqq
ρp0, ApqqE q “
1
2pi
ż
T
arccospτEpxq{2qdx
which is certainly a non-constant real analytic function of E P 2 cospJkq.

We now get as a corollary of Theorem 3.1:
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Corollary 5.3. There exist ηac ą 0 and in each interval 2 cos Jk a set
Ak of positive Lebesgue measure such that for all α P Dp{qpηacq and
all E P ŤkAk, the cocycle pα, SE´V q is C8 conjugated to a constant
elliptic cocycle with rotation number in DSαzt0u. The same conclusion
is true for any smooth perturbation rV of V which is sufficiently Cs0-
close to V .
We deduce from the last corollary and the criterium for ac spectrum
Theorem 2.3 the following corollary.
Corollary 5.4. Let rV P CωpT,Rq be such that }rV ´ V }Cs0 is small
enough. Then, for any α P Dp{qpηacq there exist nontrivial intervals
Iac,k Ă 2 cos Jk such that for any x P T the restriction of the spectral
measure µrV ,α,x on each interval Iac,k is ac.
5.3. Existence of pp spectrum. Let rV P CωpT,Rq be such that
}rV ´V }Cs0 is small enough; there exists h ą 0 such that rV P Cωh pT,Rq.
We define rApqqE by pp{q, SE´rV qq “ p0, rApqqE q and we recall that we denote
by K :“ KpV q “ maxT V .
Lemma 5.5. For E “ 2 cosh θ P r10, K ´ 10s the map rApqqE is regular
and of mixed type.
Proof. For E “ 2 cosh θ ą 2 we have
trpApqqE pxqq “ ´V prxqsinhpqθqsinh θ ` 2 coshpqθq
“ ´V prxqepq´1qθp1` apθqq ` eqθp1` bpθqq
“ epq´1qθp´V prxqp1` apθqq ` eθp1` bpθqqq
where |apθq| ď e´2θ and |bpθq| ď e´2qθ. We observe that |trpApqqE pxqq| ď
2 if and only if
1
1` apθqpe
θp1`bpθqq´2e´pq´1qθq ď V prxq ď 1
1` apθqpe
θp1`bpθqq`2e´pq´1qθq
The assumptions on V show that the last inequalities can only occur
at points rx where V 1prxq ‰ 0; at these points pd{dxqtrpApqqE pxqq ‰ 0.
Now if }rV ´ V }C1 is small enough the same conclusion will hold forrApqqE : if |trp rApqqE pxq| ď 2 then pd{dxqtrp rApqqE pxqq ‰ 0. By Lemma 4.1 we
conclude that rApqqE is regular. It is also of mixed type as is clear from
the previous inequalities.

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Corollary 5.6. Assume that }rV ´ V }C1 is small enough. There exists
ηpppK, qq ą 0 such that for any E P r10, K´10s and any α P RzQ such
that |α ´ pp{qq| ă ηpp
LEpα, SE´rV q ą 0.
Proof. This follows from the previous Lemma and Theorem 4.1. 
Corollary 5.7. Given any rV P CωpT,Rq such that }rV ´V }C1 is small
enough there exists a set BGprV , p{qq of full Lebesgue measure in spp{qq´
ηpp, pp{qq ` ηppr such that for any α P BG the operator HrV ,α,0 has p.p.
spectrum in r10, K ´ 10s.
Proof. This follows from the previous Corollary 5.6 and Theorem 2.4.
Notice that by Lemma A.2 the intersection of the spectrum of HrV ,α,0
with r10, K ´ 10s is nonempty. 
5.4. Coexistence of ac and pp spectrum - Proof of Theorem A.
We can now conclude the proof of Theorem A by combining Corollaries
5.4 and 5.7. Indeed, for η :“ minpηac, ηppq the set Dp{qpηqXBGprV , p{qq
has positive Lebesgue measure and Lebesgue density one at p{q.
6. Proof of Theorem B
6.1. The a.c. part of the spectrum. We apply the results of the
preceding subsections to cocycles of the form pα, SE´VK,λq. The follow-
ing two lemmas assure that the cocycle p1{2, SE´VK,λp¨qq satisfies the
assumption of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 6.1. For any K ą 0 we have that
ρpα, SE´VK,λq Ñ
1
2pi
arccospE{2q as λÑ 8,
uniformly in α and E.
Proof. We know that 1
2pi
arccospE{2q is the rotation number of the free
problem, i.e., the case when there is no potential. Since, by taking λ
large, VK,λpxq can be made arbitrarily small outside any open interval
containing x “ 0, it follows from the continuity of the rotation num-
ber (w.r.t. the fibered map), see Lemma 3.7, that ρpα, SE´VK,λq must
converge to the rotation number of the free problem as λÑ 8. 
Lemma 6.2. Given K ą 10 we have that for all λ large
trpSEpx` αqSEpxqq P r´2` 1{K2, 2´ 1{K2s @x P T
for all E P r´3{p2Kq,´1{Ks and α P r1{4, 3{4s. In particular, for any
x P T the matrix SEpx` αqSEpxq is elliptic.
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Proof. We have
trpSpx` αqSpxqq “ ´2` pE ´ VK,λpx` αqqpE ´ VK,λpxqq.

Corollary 6.3. There exists λac such that for any λ ą λac, there exists
ηac ą 0 such that for any 0 ă η ď ηac and any α P D1{2pηq the operator
HVK,λ,α,x has some a.c. spectrum in r´3{p2Kq,´1{Ks for all x P T.
Proof. This follows from Theorems 3.1 and 2.3.

6.2. The p.p. part of the spectrum. Next we prove the following:
Proposition 6.4. For every ε ą 0 there is a λpp “ λpppεq ą 0 such
that for all λ ą λpp we have for all irrational α
LEpα, SE´VK,λq ą 0 for all |E| ą 2` ε.
Remark 4. Note that the constant K does not appear in this estimate,
nor the α.
Proof. We let
fpzq “ K
1` λp2´ z ´ 1{zq .
Then fpe2piixq “ V pxq. The function f has exactly two poles:
z0 “ 2λ` 1´
?
4λ` 1
2λ
, z1 “ 2λ` 1`
?
4λ` 1
2λ
.
Note that 0 ă z0 ă 1 ă z1 and z0, z1 « 1 if λ " 1. With this notation
we can write
fpzq “ ´ Kz
λpz ´ z0qpz ´ z1q “
Cz
pz ´ z0qpz ´ z1q ,
where C “ ´K{λ. We let
BEpzq “
ˆ
E ´ fpzq ´1
1 0
˙
,MEpzq “
ˆ
Epz ´ z0q ´ Czz´z1 ´pz ´ z0qpz ´ z0q 0
˙
.
Then
BEpzq “ 1
z ´ z0MEpzq.
Note that MEpzq is analytic in the disc |z| ă z1, and recall that z1 ą 1.
Let ej “ e2piijα (j “ 1, 2, . . .), and let
BnEpzq “ BEpen´1zq ¨ ¨ ¨BEpzq
MnEpzq “MEpen´1zq ¨ ¨ ¨MEpzq.
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Then BnEpe2piixq “ SnEpxq.
We now use Herman’s trick. We haveż 1
0
log }SnEpxq}dx “
ż 1
0
log }BnEpe2piixq}dx “
n´1ÿ
j“0
ż 1
0
log |e2piipx`jαq ´ z0|dx`
ż 1
0
log }MnEpe2piixq}dx ě log }MnEp0q},
since each term in the sum is equal to zero, by Jensen’s formula, and
since log }MnEpzq} is subharmonic in |z| ă z1. We note that
MEp0q “ z0
ˆ´E 1
´1 0
˙
and
MnEp0q “ zn0
ˆ´E 1
´1 0
˙n
.
For |E| ą 2 the matrix MEp0q has an eigenvalue µpEq such that
|µpEq| “ z0
ˆ |E| ` ?E2 ´ 4
2
˙
.
Thus, by the spectral radius formula,
lim
nÑ8
1
n
log }MnEp0q} “ log |µpEq|.
We have hence shown that
LEpα, SE´VK,λq ě log |µpEq| for all |E| ą 2.

We thus get from Bourgain-Goldstein ([9]) and Lemma A.2
Corollary 6.5. For λ ą λpp and a.e. α P T, the spectrum of the opera-
tor HVK,λ,α,0 in the interval r3,8q is pure point, and the eigenfunctions
decay exponentially fast.
6.3. Proof of Theorem B. Just take λ ą maxpλac, λppq. l
Appendix A. Locating the spectrum
We recall that if α is irrational specpHV,α,xq is independent of x. We
call ΣV,α this non-empty, compact subset of R.
Lemma A.1. Let α be irrational and V : TÑ R be continuous. Then
for any E P rminT V,maxT V s one has
rE ´?2, E `?2s X ΣV,α ‰ H.
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Proof. Let x be such that V pxq “ E. If E P specpHV,α,xq there is
nothing to prove. Otherwise, HV,α,x ´ E is invertible with bounded
inverse and by the Spectral Theorem (HV,α,x is bounded symmetric)
(20) }pHV,α,x ´ Eq´1} ď 1
distpE,ΣV,αq .
We now observe that if δk is the delta function at k P Z (δkpnq “ 1
if n “ k and δkpnq “ 0 otherwise) one has v :“ pHV,α,x ´ Eqδ0 “
δ1 ` δ´1 ` pV pxq ´ Eqδ0 “ δ1 ` δ´1. By (20) one has
}δ0} “ }pHV,α,x ´ Eq´1v} ď 1
distpE,ΣV,αq}v}
and since }δ0} “ 1, }v} “
?
2 one gets
distpE,ΣV,αq ď
?
2.

As a corollary we get
Lemma A.2. Let V : T Ñ R be a continuous function such that
V pTq “ r0, Ks with K ě 5. For all α P RzQ, ΣV,α X r3, K ´ 2s ‰ H.
Appendix B. Conjugating elliptic matrices to rotations
Lemma B.1. If ϕ, rϕ : Td Ñ R are smooth functions satisfying
pcosprϕpxqq ´ cospϕpxqqq2 ` psinprϕpxqq ` sinpϕpxqqq2 ‰ 0
(or equivalently @x P Td, ϕpxq ` rϕpxq R 2piZ) and if C : RÑ SLp2,Rq
satisfies
Rrϕpxq “ CpxqRϕpxqCpxq´1
then there exists a smooth function ψ : R Ñ R such that Cp¨q “ Rψp¨q.
Furthermore, if C is Z-periodic and homotopic to the identity then ψ
is also Z-periodic.
Proof. The first part is a simple computation and the second is just
due to the fact that if Rψ is periodic and homotopic to the identity
then ψ has to be Z-periodic. 
Lemma B.2. Let A : TÑ SLp2,Rq a smooth map such that maxxPT |trpApxq| ă
2. Then, there exist smooth maps B : TÑ SLp2,Rq and a : TÑs0, pir
such that for all x P T
Bpxq´1ApxqBpxq “ Rapxq.
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Proof. Let E “ tA P SLp2,Rq, |trA| ă 2u be the set of elliptic matrices
of SLp2,Rq. The map S : SLp2,Rqˆs0, pirÑ E , pB, aq ÞÑ BRaB´1 is
a submersion. There thus exist smooth maps a : R Ñs0, pir, rB : R Ñ
SLp2,Rq such that
(21) @ x P R, Apxq “ rBpxqRapxq rBpxq´1.
Since 2 cos apxq “ trApxq we have apx ` 1q “ apxq. Now, since A is
1-periodic, identity (21) shows that for any x P R, rBpxq´1 rBpx ` 1q
commutes with Rapxq and by Lemma B.1 there exists a smooth b : RÑ
R such that rBpx`1q “ rBpxqRbpxq. It is not difficult to show that there
exists a smooth map c : R Ñ R such that ´bpxq “ cpx ` 1q ´ cpxq.
Setting Bpxq “ rBpxqRcpxq we have
(22) Apxq “ BpxqRapxqBpxq´1
with Bpx ` 1q “ rBpx ` 1qRcpx`1q “ rBpxqRbpxq`cpx`1q “ rBpxqRcpxq “
Bpxq.

In fact one can prove the following more quantitative lemma:
Lemma B.3. If ϕ : Td Ñ R smooth satisfies @x P Td, Rϕpxq ‰ ˘I,
then there exists η ą 0 (depending on δ :“ distR{piZpϕpTdq, 0q) such that
for any F : Td Ñ slp2,Rq satisfying }F }0 ď η one can find smooth maps
ψ : Td Ñ p0, piq, Y : Td Ñ slp2,Rq such that Rϕp¨qeF p¨q “ eY p¨qRψp¨qe´Y p¨q
and
}ψ}k ď Ckp}ϕ}k, η, δq}F }k, }Y }k ď Ckp}ϕ}k, η, δq}F }k
Appendix C. Variations of the fibered rotation number
C.1. Dependence w.r.t. the frequency. We refer to [20] for more
details on the materials of this section. We denote by Homeo`pS1q the
group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the circle and by
DpS1q the set of orientation preserving homeomorphisms h of R such
that hp¨ ` 1q “ 1 ` hp¨q. Any f P Homeo`pS1q has a lift rf in DpS1q
(the projection is RÑ R{Z, x ÞÑ x` Z).
Let pX,T q be a uniquely ergodic topological dynamical system and
f : X ˆ S1 Ñ X ˆ S1, px, yq ÞÑ pTx, fpx, yqq a continuous homeo-
morphism, such that for any x P X, y ÞÑ fpx, yq is an orientation
preserving homeomorphism of S1 and assume that the map X Ñ
Homeo`pS1q, x ÞÑ fpx, ¨q is homotopic to the identity (the groups
Homeo`pS1q, DpS1q are endowed with the topology of uniform conver-
gence; these topologies are metrizable). We denote by fx : S1 Ñ S1
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the homeomorphism y ÞÑ fpx, yq. Under these assumptions, f ad-
mits a lift rf : X ˆ R ö, rf : px, yq ÞÑ pTx, y ` ϕpx, yqq where ϕ :
XˆR{ZÑ R is continuous; we shall use the notation rf “ pT, ϕq. The
fibered rotation number ρp rfq is the limit limnÑ8p1{nqp rfnpx, yq ´ yq “
limnÑ8p1{nqřn´1k“0 ϕp rfkpx, yqq which is independent of px, yq. A useful
fact is that this fibered rotation number coincide with
ş
XˆS1 ϕdν for any
f -invariant probability measure ν on X ˆ S1. We denote ρpfq “ ρp rfq
mod 1. When X is reduced to a point we recover the notion of the
rotation number of an orientation preserving homeomorphism of the
circle.
In the case X “ T and T “ Tα : TÑ T is the translation x ÞÑ x`α,
Tα is uniquely ergodic if and only if α is irrational and in that case
the unique invariant measure by Tα is the Haar measure on T. When
α “ p{q is rational we extend the definition of the rotation number by
setting ρp rfq “ p1{qq şT rotp rf pqqx qdx where rotp rf qxq is the rotation number
of the q-iterate of the homeomorphism rfx P DpS1q defined by rf q :
px, yq ÞÑ px, rf qxpyqq.
If α P T and ϕ : T ˆ R{Z Ñ R we denote by pα, ϕq : T ˆ R ö,
px, yq ÞÑ px` α, y ` ϕpx, yqq.
Lemma C.1. The map Φ : T ˆ C0pT, DpS1qq Ñ R, pα, hq ÞÑ ρpα, hq
is continuous.
Proof. Herman proved the continuity of this map restricted to pR ´
Qq{Z ˆ C0pT, DpS1qq ([20], Prop. 5.7.) so it is enough to prove that
for any rational number α :“ p{q, any h P C0pT, DpS1qq, any sequence
of irrational numbers αn Ñ α and any sequence hn P C0pT, DpS1qq
converging uniformly to h, one has Φpαn, hnq Ñ Φpα, hq. Since for β
irrational ρppβ, ϕqqq “ qρpβ, ϕq it is enough to treat the case α “ 0,
what we shall do. Also, it is enough to establish that for any such
sequence, there is a subsequence for which the convergence holds. Let
νn be a sequence of probability measure invariant by px, yq ÞÑ px `
αn, y ` ϕnpx, yqq. By unique ergodicity of x ÞÑ x` αn we have pi˚νn “
m where pi : px, yq ÞÑ x and m is the Haar measure on T. For a
subsequence nk, the sequence of probability measures νnk converges
weakly to a probability measure ν which is invariant by px, yq ÞÑ px, y`
ϕpx, yqq. From pi˚νnk “ m we get pi˚ν “ m. Thus, the measure ν
can be decomposed as ν “ şT dx b νx and for Lebesgue a.e. x P T,
the probability measures νx are invariant by rfx : y ÞÑ y ` ϕpx, yq;
by the theory of circle homeomorphisms (cf. [19])
ş
ϕpx, yqdνxpyq “
rot rfx, hence ş ϕdν “ ρp0, ϕq. Since νnk converges weakly to ν and ϕnk
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converges uniformly to ϕ we have ρpαnk , ϕnkq “
ş
ϕnkdνnk Ñ
ş
ϕdν “
ρp0, ϕq, which is what we wanted to prove. 
C.2. Lipschitz dependence of the fibered rotation number on
parameters. With the notations of section C.1 let us now assume that
our homeomorphism f : XˆS1 ö depends on a parameter E P I where
I is an interval of R; more specifically, we assume that X ˆ S1 ˆ I Ñ
XˆS1, px, y, Eq Ñ pTx, fEpx, yqq is continuous, that for any E P I and
any x P X, fEpx, ¨q P Homeo`pS1q, and that for any E P I, X Ñ DpSq,
x ÞÑ fEpx, ¨q is homotopic to the identity. We also assume that f is
Lipschitz w.r.t to the variable E, the Lipschitz constant being uniform
with respect to the variables x and y.
Lemma C.2. If for some E0 P I there exists b : X ˆ S1 ö continuous
(w.r.t. px, yq), such that for every x P X, b´1x is Lipschitz with respect
to the variable y (uniformly in x) and such that for any x P X, b´1Tx ˝
fx,E0 ˝ bx “ py ÞÑ y ` βq, then the map E ÞÑ ρpEq :“ ρpT, fEq satisfies
@E P I, |ρpEq ´ ρpE0q| ď C|E ´ E0|
where C “ LipEf ¨ Lipyb´1.
Proof. Let rf : X ˆRˆ I Ñ X ˆR and rb : X ˆR ö be lifts for f and b
and denote f¯ : XˆRˆI :Ñ XˆR, px, y, Eq ÞÑ pTx, b´1Tx˝ rfx,E˝bxpyq, Eq.
One can write rfx,Epyq “ y ` β ` gEpx, yq
and a simple calculation shows that |gEpx, yq| ď C|E ´ E0| where
C “ LipEf ¨ Lipyb´1. Comparing the orbits of px, 0q under px, yq ÞÑ
pTx, y`β`gEpx, yqq and px, yq ÞÑ pTx, y`βq, and using the definition
of the rotation number gives the conclusion of the Lemma.

As a consequence of the preceding lemma one gets the following
lemma that applies to the case of linear cocycles (consider the associ-
ated projective dynamics):
Lemma C.3 (Variation of the rotation number). Let be given I an
interval and a smooth map A : IˆTd Ñ SLp2,Rq, pE, xq ÞÑ AEpxq such
that for some E0 P I, there exists a continuous B : pR{2Zqd Ñ SLp2,Rq
for which p0, Bq´1 ˝ pα,AE0q ˝ p0, Bq is a constant elliptic cocyle. Then,
for any E P I one has
|ρpα,AEq ´ ρpα,AE0q| ď C|E ´ E0|
where the constant C depends only on the C0-norm of B and on ( the
sup w.r.t. to x of ) the C1-norm of of E ÞÑ AEpxq.
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Appendix D. Proof of Theorem 2.3
Since pα, SE˚´V q is almost reducible one has E˚ P ΣV,α and thus there
exists E0 close to E˚ such that ρpα, SE0´V q P DSαzt0u (the function
E ÞÑ ρpα, SE´V q cannot be constant on an neighborhood of E˚ since
E˚ P ΣV,α, cf. (4)); in particular by Theorem 3.2 pα, SE0´V q is C8-
conjugated to a constant rotation cocycle. Let I be a nonempty open
interval containing E0, J “ tρpα, SE´V q, E P Iu and define f : I Ñ R
by fpEq “ ρpα, SE´V q. For some κ ą 0 the set Mκ :“ DSαpκq X
J has positive Lebesgue measure. Lemma 3.8 tells us that for any
E P f´1pMκq there exists a constant CE such that for any E 1 P I,
|fpE 1q ´ fpEq| ď CE|E 1 ´ E|. By Lemma 3.9 we deduce that the set
Zκ of E P I for which pα, SE´V q is conjugated to a constant elliptic
matrix with rotation number in Mκ is of positive Lebesgue measure.
In particular for E P Zκ, Lpα, SE´V q “ 0 and by a theorem of [11], for
Lebesgue a.e. E P Zκ
(23) 4pi sinp2piρpα, SE´V qqdρpα, SE´V q
dE
ě 1.
Let E¯ P Zκ be a point for which the preceding inequality is satis-
fied. Now, let’s write SE¯´V p¨q “ Bp¨ ` αqA0Bp¨q´1 for some B P
C8pRd{2Zd, SLp2,Rqq and A P SOp2,Rq. For E ´ E¯ small enough
Bp¨`αq´1SE´V p¨qBp¨q “ A0`pE´E¯qW p¨q is of the form A0epE´E¯qFEp¨q.
Since ρpA0q P DSαpκq one can find YE P C8pTd, slp2,Rqq such that
AdpA0q´1Y p¨ ` αq ´ Y p¨q “ F p¨q ´ Fˆ p0q and thus
e´YEp¨`αqA0epE´E¯qFEp¨qeY p¨q “ A0epE´E¯qFˆE¯p0q` rFEp¨qq
where rFEp¨q is in C8pT, slp2,Rqq, depends in an analytic way on E
and satisfies } rFEp¨q}0 “ OppE ´ E¯q2q. Since ρpα,A0epE´E¯qFˆE¯p0qq “
ρpα, SE´V q ´ xα, k0{2y where k0 P Zd is such that B is homotopic to
Rxk0{2,2pi¨y and since E¯ satisfies (23) one has
dρpα,A0epE´E¯qFˆE¯p0qq
dE |pE“E¯q
‰ 0.
We now conclude by using Theorem 2.2.
l
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